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This cookbook is an authoritative reference of the most popular current and classic cookie recipes. It

is adorned with full-color photography and Mary's delightful illustrations throughout. The recipes

include store-bought ingredients that can be easily jazzed up to impress friends and family. Chapter

titles include: "Crowd Pleasers," "Baking with Kids," "Tree-Trimming Cookies," "Gift-Giving Cookies,"

and "Cookie Jar Treats."
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I have been using the recipes from this cook book throughout the holiday season and find it's

recipes easy and delicious. Mary's Chocolate Chippers are an outstanding tribute to the old Toll

House Cookie Recipe. I currently own the first editon of this book. The cover art has changed on

this book since the original printing. Mary's full color illustrations adorn each and every page. If you

like this book, read Mary Engelbreit's Queen of the Kitchen Cookbook. Her recipe for Double Baked

Macaroni and Cheese has become a family favorite! Every recipe is a hit!

even though it looks small, this book has got more great recipes for cookies than any other you've

come across. i make tons of cookies, and this book is by far and away my favorite. of course the

drawings are cute (and make it a great gift!), but the recipes are the best part. i've made at least half

of them and they're super easy and super yummy. great holiday and kids sections too. our favorites

are the ginger krinkles, turtle brownies and cranberry pistachio biscotti - all of which come out

looking elegant and are sure to wow your guests and friends - but in reality are very easy to make.

enjoy!



I purchased this book as a gift for my wife, who enjoys making decorative cookies for friends and

family. She loves it, and bakes cookies from it regularly. What more, there are a variety of cookies in

the book, not 12 different versions of sugar cookies, so it will take a while to make and enjoy all of

the different kinds of cookies. This book won't disappoint.

I bought this cookbook for the section on children's cookies. However, there are just as many cookie

recipes for adults and everyone inbetween. Great variety in the recipes, and nice pictures to go with

each.This book is full of delicious recipes, and there are some ones I've never heard of. It also

contains some classics, and recipes I thought I'd never find from cookies I enjoyed in my childhood.

Recipes for holidays, and throughout the year.I love the children's section, and so do my kids. It has

the twisted candy cane cookies, mice shaped cookies, and many more.Great addition to your

cookbook library, especially if you love baking or Mary Engelbreit.

If you love cookies and love to bake, you will not be disappointed with this little gem! Inside the

beautifully illustrated coverare pages and pages filled with the most wonderful cookie recipes you

will ever bake.Mary Engelbreit makes every time you bake seem like Christmas! I love this little

book and you will, too!

I love both cookies and Mary Engelbreit. This cookbook seemed like a perfect combination to me!

The beautiful illustrations and the numerous pictures of the cookies, along with the great recipes

make this cookbook for any cookie baker.Some of my family's favorites include: Glazed Oatmeal

Raisin Drops, Turtle Brownies, Golden Coconut Lemon Bars, Chocolate Hazelnut Cookies, Brandy

Snaps, Black and Whites, Cranberry-Pistachio Biscotti, and Chocolate Crackles.This fun, lovely

book would make a great gift. Enjoy!

I have enjoyed having a copy of this cook book for years and year. Many times we have cookbooks

that only have one good recipe. This one isn't like that. I have baked and enjoyed every recipe in

the book! I will admit that one of the brownie recipes is a family favorite and is enjoyed regularly by

my household. Recently one of my daughters got it wet and it was put away like that w/out my

knowledge, thus molding and ruining my copy. I jumped right on here and ordered me a new copy.

This is a cookbook that is worth it's weight in gold and well worth having.



This is my favorite go-to book for both traditional, old-fashioned cookies but also for some very

creative cookies that were new to me and turned out exactly like the photos. I have never had a

failure with these recipes and I bake frequently. Oh, and they all were a hit when eaten. Sweet little

book.
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